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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of machine learning techniques has emerged as

a promising strategy for model-based tuning of HPC appli-
cations. Central to the success of such learned heuristics
is the construction of a summary feature vector that ac-
curately captures program behavior. Although the salient
features of certain domain specific kernels (e.g., linear alge-
bra) are well understood, at least in principle, automatically
deriving suitable features for general numerical applications
continues to be a significant challenge. Due to the size and
complexity of programs, theoretically there are an infinite
number of potential features to choose from. Furthermore,
since performance influencing parameters for an application
can vary across architectures, different objectives, and even
separate runs with different input sets, it becomes criti-
cally important to include in the feature vector, dynamic
attributes extracted during program execution.

A survey of major efforts in ML-based autotuning reveals
the use of 200 distinct program features [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 10, 11]. Although these features capture many of the
performance characteristics of a program, they tend to have
three limitations. The features are

• typically hand picked by experts. Although effective in
some situations, this ad-hoc approach can be danger-
ous because not all attributes that influence the out-
come vector may be known and irrelevant features may
be introduced that can weaken the predictive capabil-
ities of the learned heuristic

• mostly rudimentary and therefore do not always corre-
late to broader performance issues that can be directly
addressed by high-level code transformations

• static and hence do not capture the dynamic behavior
of the program in the target environment

This paper addresses each of these issues and introduces
two new classes of enhanced features that accurately char-
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acterize program behavior across architectures and increase
the efficacy of supervised learning algorithms when applied
within an autotuning system.

2. ENHANCED FEATURE VECTORS
We briefly discuss the two new classes of features next.

2.1 Composite Features
We propose the inclusion of a new class of composite fea-

tures that can be extracted using a combination of source
code analysis and execution profiling. The key idea is to
combine several elementary program attributes to produce
a quantifiable feature value that is more directly linked to
performance. The composite or macro features we construct
are typically utilized by sophisticated compiler heuristics in
making decisions about how, where and if an optimization
should be applied. For instance, the key attribute for tiling
a loop nest is the size of the working set. Although a prop-
erty such as the working set is essential for characterizing
performance on current architectures they are not captured
by elementary program features because their derivations
require explicit analyses. In our system, we build on a series
of compiler models to derive a collection of these compos-
ite features. Specifically, the features address the three core
performance imperatives for current multicore architectures:
(i) exploit parallelism at different levels (e.g., reduce commu-
nication cost, maintain sufficient work per thread); (ii) use
and share memory resources intelligently (e.g., exploit data
reuse, eliminate cache contention); and (iii) utilize special-
ized hardware constructs (e.g., use vector unit, use hardware
prefetcher). A partial list of the composite features currently
supported by our system is given below.

• reuse distance profiles (expressed as a histogram)
• working set size
• thread granularity
• amount of data reuse at loop level
• register pressure of inner loops
• stride access information
• prefetch candidacy

2.2 Diagnostic Features
For the second class of program features, we shift our at-

tention from program characteristics to performance char-
acteristics. Program features, be it static or dynamic, are
typically architecture-independent and hence do not provide
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Figure 1: Effect of composite features on optimal
tile size selection

insight about performance portability of a given program.
We incorporate in the feature vector a series of diagnostic
dynamic features derived from fine-grain HW performance
counter readings collected during program execution. A di-
agnostic feature is one that identifies and characterizes the
causes rather than the symptoms of performance loss. For
instance, a high L1 cache miss rate is a symptom of perfor-
mance while a conflict between two cached data structures
might be the cause of the problem. When used as a fea-
ture, a cause delivers significantly more information to the
learning algorithm than a symptom.

To obtain these diagnostic features, we take advantage
of the precise event based sampling (PEBS) and instruc-
tion based sampling (IBS) on the latest generation of Intel
and AMD processors, where the effective data address, along
with other information, is made available for each sampled
event. The availability of the data address is particularly
significant because these addresses can be collected to con-
struct a range of diagnostics, including the following

• cache classification misses : compulsory, capacity and
conflict

• cache coherence and sharing : true and false sharing,
replication, pollution

• cost of inter-thread synchronization
• hardware prefetch activity

3. STATUS
Currently we have several composite and diagnostic fea-

tures implemented in our ML-driven autotuning system [9].
Results from our preliminary evaluation are very encour-
aging. Selected results are presented in the accompanying
poster and further details can be obtained in a Technical
Report [8].

In the interest of space, in this abstract, we highlight re-
sults from a single study. In this study, four supervised
learning algorithms - Support Vector Machines (SVM), Lo-
gistic Regression, K-star and Artificial Neural Networks -
were trained with two sets of feature vectors: one set in-
cluded 67 static features collected from source code while
the other included a composite feature (working set) in ad-
dition to the static features. The algorithms were then used
to predict the optimal tile size on several platforms with dif-
ferent cache configurations. As seen in Fig. 1, the results
demonstrate a clear advantage for the better-informed mod-
els with as much as a 23% increase in prediction accuracy.
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